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It has b m i shown in the previous com m unication-Ilf (Dutta and others 
1964) that the binding energy of weakly bound nuclei is measuri‘d in terms of 
the deviation in energy from the isobari(* nucleus, with optimum energy and neu­
tron content, caused hx one or more neutron proton exchanges, in ai^cordance 
with the relation,
E  E^  wliere,
E„ =  B(A)+F(I)+F(Z) -  B(A)-^<i, i-mnf(Z)+u, cos nf(I).
The neutron proton exchange energy /i. may be ascertained directly from the 
binding energy data (Konig pI al. 1962) l)y relation (r), as shown in the previous 
communication III. It has also been found that the ji values for different mass 
members are composcid of two parts one depemient on A only and the other 
dependent primarily on the periodically varyhig potential (energy curve F{Z) 
and also on F[l), to some extent. The strong enhancement o f/?  valuf>s at the 
minima of the F{Z) potential curve and a dex^rcase at the maxima, makes the 
behaviour of neutron proton exchange energy /? similar to the expeetted change 
for the general proco.ss of excitation energy. As such it was considered worthwhile 
to compare the /? values with the excitation energies of the nuclei. It was re­
cognised that on account of the fundamental difference in odd mass and oven 
mass nuclear structure, the excitation energies for them should be studied in 
separate groups. W e have taken the 1st and 3rd excitation energies for the most 
strongly bound odd and even mass nuclei, (Nuclear data sheets, 1962), as a first 
step, and have plotted them alongside the fi \ aiues, against a mass number scale.
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The S i m i l a r i t y  of all the extjitation energies Avith the ( i  values, both in respect of 
their dependence on A  as also in respect of their dependence on the periodic? 
potential energy curves is evident from Fig. I, and may be regarded to be of signi­
ficance.
In view of the close resemblance of tlie curves for the excitation energies 
and the neutron proton exchange energies against mass numbers, we may des­
cribe them  by a general form of relationship,, as
E i  =  f:i(A  ^ mih^
nf(Z))~\ ( a ^ + b ^ e - o t i A y - k i a z { A - A u ^ , t i H ) ^
-~{ho€ ~ )c— —
The values so calculated and the experimental values are shown in Fig. 1. Here, 
the suffix iy stands for the character of excitation, e.g., even 1, odd .1, ” 1).
etc; A y  f { Z ) y  .4^ ^ i,,etc . in the paranthesis indicate the de}>endence of energy on 
A y f ( Z )  and the m axim a or minima positions of th e /(Z )  function in mass numbers. 
It  also depends on the amplitude of the F { Z )  function at the minima positions, 
for th e y? values. In the case o f v a l u e s  for ^ N  different from 1, all components 
except ^  dependent part, is to be multiplied by the factor
(7, where
<r(AN )  =  0.6+0.6tanh(1.6-0,8A iV ^), 
th e  sam e relation as obtained before.
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The roniiitant — 0, except for /?, where it obtains the magnitude 0.425, 
the constants ft, and a, are tlie same as and (*xcept for /?, where the factor 
is replaced by 0.125(/2,; the constant a ,, determining the shape of 
the Gaussian distribution of energy at the maxima and the minima positions of 
th e /(Z ) function is of magnitude 40/(AT)^, in all cases, where is the complete 
period in mass number scale at tlu' respc(;tive minima and maxima positions of  
th e / (Z )  function. The values replacing Aj^, contributing at some
minima only and are slighly displa(‘ed from the minima positions. The remaining 
constants, whic^h vary, are given in the tabulated form below : —
TABLE I
Constants for /? and excittion energies
Ki K Oo X  10- (i\ I'A r/2 X  102 C'l yr At A.>
1.6 1.800 0 .5 2.5 2.21 1.443 0.30 0.15 .074 115 176
] .5 1.171 1.3 2.0 2.44 1 .421 0.50 0 .2 .154 117 178
Ee\ 2 .0 1.555 1 .4 3.125 1 .38 J .097 0.45 1 .0 .167 61 1 19
Ee'i 4.7 1.138 1.4 1.25 4.78 1.180 0 .0 0.92 .167 61 118
3.64 1 .950 0 .0 2.0 2.16 0.723 4.53 0.0 .002 0 0
The expression for fi, as stated now, changf^s the form of representation of 
its juagnitude, used in communication III, boh)re. Along with it, we also modify 
the analytical expn^ssions for some of the compon(‘nts of E q, namely/(>Z). Uj and 
to obtain the different (*ontributory parts of E^  ^ in a more regular shape. TIk  ^
expressions for the components of E^  and thus of the binding energies of all nuclei, 
may be put as follows. The expression for N q nmiains unaltered.
R e la t io n s  :
B { A )  -  - 9 .S 2 8 ^ 4 S .« 7 7 x l0  'M2+^'Vjmev.
C [ee )  -  32.2: C{% % ) =  33.0; 0 ( o o )  =  3 4 + 8 (M -i ... (1)
Ao* -  0 .6 3 0 2 4 -0 .1 2 8 7 ^  exp ( - 7 .9 5 x  B H .4 ) - .0 0 l5 5 4  
X cos 7t{0.794 sinh .0372(4 —104)}{1 —tanh .6(4 —45)}
X {l ~tanh. 6 (4 -1 4 5 )}
7 ] (^ N )  =  0 . 1 1 - 0 .1  ... (2)
/(Z ) -  -.051H -0 .03394  - 2 .  exp -1 ,1 8 x 1 0 -3 .4 2 + 0 .3 1 1  exp - 2 .2 5 x 1 0 - 3
(4 -1 4 4 )2 .
o* =  10 .9 -2 .9 {sin  n  0 .5 / ( ^ ) - S i  exp-o<(4-.4,(J', min))*}; [a , =  ~  j
%  =  1 0 - 3  sin 7T {tanh a ^ M -l  16)>; [a =  .013] . . .  (3)
^  =  1 .0 5 2 -f .088 sin rr(exp y  .4 );
,6.106x10-*, .4 <  170
7 i  ^  {^6.836x10-*, J  >  170
^  — as described above.
The graphical representation of B (,l). J’(Z) and F(f) are .shown in Fig. 2.
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